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Eidos Interactive, one of the world’s leading publishers and developers of 
entertainment software, announces it has entered into a publishing agreement 
with Capcom for Power Stone 2 on Dreamcast throughout Europe and Australia.   
 
Due for release in September, Power Stone 2 is the sequel to the critically 
acclaimed Power Stone.  The original Power Stone was released in September 
last year to coincide with the launch of Dreamcast and has since gone on to be 
one of the biggest selling games on Dreamcast.  Power Stone 2 takes the 
revolutionary gameplay and stunning graphics of the first title and introduces 
several new elements.  The game features simultaneous four-player combat, 
multi-tiered progressive levels, four new characters and the ability to use vehicles 
to inflict powerful attacks on opponents.        
 
Power Stone 2 is set in the 19th century where superstitions and legends are 
alive and well.  A mysterious floating castle emerges from the earth and casts a 
shadow over the entire world.  The master of this castle is the evil Dr. Erode, 
who has captured all of the Power Stone fighters for reasons unknown.  What is 
Dr Erode’s diabolical plan?  In Power Stone 2 a new adventure is about to begin! 
 
 
Features: 
 

 Frantic 4-player simultaneous combat. 
 

 Interactive levels introduce progressive gameplay, players advance through 
continuous linked levels. 

 

 Numerous modes of play: Arcade mode (4 player fighting mode), Basic mode 
(one-on-one fighting), Original mode (1-4 players in teams) Adventure mode 
(1 player only). 

 

 Fully interactive 3D environments enable players to pick up and use objects 
and weapons against their opponents – over 120 items, including 65 
weapons. 

 



 

 

 

 Three playable vehicles (tank, aeroplane & gun turret) characters can utilise 
to inflict powerful attack on opponents. 

 

 Characters are now able to run up walls as both a defensive and offensive 
manoeuvre. 

 

 Collect three Power Stones and your character transforms into a raging super 
being capable of executing deadly ‘Power Fusion’ moves. 

 

 Eight original characters (Falcon, Ryoma, Wang Tang, Jack, Gunrock, 
Galuda, Ayame, Rouge), four new characters (Pete, Julia, Gourmand, Accel). 

 

 Ability to revive your allies’ health bar when it reaches zero. 
 

 Item Shop where players can buy items with coins collected during fights or 
sell items found.  Players can also combine items, ingredient cards and 
essence cards to create completely new items.  Items can also be won on 
the roulette wheel. (Item shop applicable to Adventure mode only). 

 

 Ability to save items found in the game and exchange them with friends via 
VMU. 

 

 Dressing room where players can change their fighters clothing and 
appearance. 

 
 
 


